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ABSTRACT

The aim of this work was to study the
mechanisms of a foreign language vowel
perception by the native speakers of Rus—
sian and Spanish, to describe some uni-
versal and specific features of percep-
tual vowel system and new qualities of
"phonological ear".

Introduction
ere ex s three opposite viewpoints on

the perceptual abilities of a person
According to one of them, traditional for
linguists, a perceptual space is identi-
fied with a phonological one. L.V.Scherba
thought a person distinguished as many
different vowels as there existed phone-
mes in his language, all other differen-
ces were not "in the light point" of his
language conscience /1/. The second view-
point has been formed as the result of
psychophysiological investigations of
person's perceptual abilities. According
to this standpoint the ability to discri-
minate various classes of sounds (vowels
In particular) is universal, a perceptual
space, thus, being independent of a par-
ticular phonological system /2/.
0n the basis of data obtained in phonetic
experiments one can formulate a third ap-
proach to person's perceptual abilities.
According to this viewpoint a person is
able to distinguish more sounds than the
number of phonemes in his native language

system. This ability, however, is also
conditioned phonologically /3/.
A description of a perceptual system re-
Quires, in our opinion, the solution of
the following problems: a) exposure of
those features by which the units of a
s stem are discriminated and classified;
b establishment of correspondence bet-
Ween the relevant features of a phonolo-

gical system and the meaningful features
Of a perceptual system; c) stratification
OI perceptual system units (the relation
between the units of different levels is
obviously most close here); d) descrip-
tion of both the universal features of a

PSrceptual system and the specific ones
dependent on a concrete language system.
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This paper presents a description of a
part of a perceptual system functioning
in modern Russian literary language, i.e.
the description of foreign language vowel
perception mechanisms (by the native spe-
akers of Russian). .
Such an investigation would allow us to
specify such general concepts as the sup-
posed foreign language vowel identifica-
tion with the native language phonemes,
the unification of "more or less resembl-
ing", and non-differentiation of what is
indiscriminative in a native language.
"A phonological ear" of the Russian lang-
uage speakers is formed under the influ-
ence of an extremely interesting vowel
system: with a comparatively small vowel
phoneme inventory there is a tremendous
variety of their phonetic realization.
This is due to the following7 two basic
reasons: the influence of the neighbour-
ing soft consonants and a considerable
reduction in unstressed syllables. The
problem of main principles. of different
sound realizations’perceptual unification
into something resembling is of paramount
importance for the Russian vowel system.
As far as general characteristics of the
Russian vowel perceptual system are con-
cerned the following is known: vowels are

actually organized in some “space"; the

number of discriminated sound units being

more than the number of phonemes, and the
nature of each concrete sound phonemic
interpretation depends on such factors as
the length of a phonetic context, the
type of a task being solved by identifi-
cation, the participation of higher lang-
uage levels. The specific character of
"the Russian phonological ear" undoubted-
ly reveals itself by the analysis of na-

tural vowel identification. The substan-
tiality of investigation ,of a foreign
language vowel perception depends greatly
on the fact what language is to be chosen

as "foreign" and what in this case is a
native one. We examine a perception of
English (the British variant) and Spanish
(the Cuban variant) vowels by the native
speakers of Russian. In our opinion, this
is one of the "advantageous" experimental
situations, the following circumstances
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determining its preference: 1) consider-

able differences in the number of opposed

phonemes in Russian and English, and mi-

nimum differences in Russian and Spanish;

2) fairly systematic knowledge of the na-

ture of a native language vowel percep-

tion by the Russians; 3) great signifi-

cance of data about the perception of

English and Spanish vowels by the Rus-

sians for teaching English and Spanish

phonetics.
In the present paper we'll also use the,

data obtained in groups of Cuban listen-

ers /4/ since "from a linguistic point of
view, what distinguishes the speakers of

different languages when they perceive

the same natural vowels and what can be

interpreted as the influence of language
phonology on speech activity is of prime

importance" /3/.
Let's examine Russian, English and Spa-

nish vowels from the point of view of

their acoustic characteristics. Figure 1

presents formant distributions of Rus-

sian, English and Spanish vowels used in

experiments.
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Fig.1 Position of Russian (o),Eng-
lish (0) and Spanish 0‘) vowels on
a formant plane /5,6/.

Experimental Material and Listeners
Tape recordings of’Russiannnglish and
Spanish stressed vowels were used as a
starting material. The vowels were out
out of the words in which they were pro-
nounced by three male speakers of Russian,
English (BE) and Spanish (Cuban variant).
The listeners were 36 native speakers of
Russian who didn't know either English or
Spanish and 20 Cubans who were the begin-
ners of Russian.

Sta es of Ex eriment and Main Results
The first sEage of the experiment was
pair comparison of English and Russian
vowels. The pairs included vowels which
could prove to be potentially indiscrimi-
native. Besides pairs including basic

vowel allophones, also the pairs contain-

ing one of the "soft" Russian vowel a1-

lophones were compiled. Thus, each of the

English vowels was presented in a pair
both with different allophones of one

Russian phoneme and with allophones of

different Russian phonemes. The listeners

had to judge each pair of vowels for per-

ceptual similarity or dissimilarity and

to write "plus"if they considered the vo-

wels identical and "minus"if they thought

them different.
Let's see how English vowels are placed

in a perceptual space of Russian listen-

ers capable of discriminating 18 allo-

phones of the 6 Russian vowel phonemes

/7/.The pair comparison revealed the fol-
lowing (see the Table): only English //;/

is placed in the area of Russian /L/;
English /A!/ and /I/ are placed in the
area of ARI; English Ae/ - in the area of
/e/; English /x/ /a:/, /o/, /A/ are placed
in the area of /a/; English /o/ and /o:/-
in the area of /o/; English /v1, /u;/ and

/0:/ are placed in the area of Russian

/u/. Within these areas most similarity
is found between an English vowel and two

Russian vowel allophones -V and V' - what
appears to be one more proof of their

close proximity (with the exception of

Russian Ail, allophones of which are not
discriminated from English lax/).
It's obvious that most differences being

noticed between vowels presented in pairs

are connected with i— like soundings of
Russian 'V and 'V' allophones, therefore,

comparison with such allophones is the
best situation for perceptual discrimina—

tion of Russian and English monophthongs.

Comparison of these data with the results

of the analogous test carried out in B
group of Cuban listeners shows the fol-

lowing: as a whole the Cubans discrimi-
nate the same vowels better than the Rus-

sians(see the Table). In contrast to Rus-

sian listeners they differentiate Russian

[a] and English /z/, Russian [0.] and En;-
1ish /A /, Russian [e] and English /8 ,
Russian [0.], [a’] and English /.9 /. Rus-
sian [0] and English /o/. Common features
revealed in a pair comparison test are:
perceptual confusion of Russian [la] and
English //:/. Russian [a] and English
/I-'/. Russian [0.] and English /2 / and
/a.:/, Russian [0], [0’] and English /.9:/.
Russian [0] and English /u:,(,Russian (“lo
[u]. [w]. [w] and E lish /u:/.’Ru3'
sian [L4] and English /v and /o:/. Both
the Russians and the Cubans discriminate
Russian /L/ from English 11/, allophones
of Russian /0/ from English /3:/.
The results of this experiment testify t°
the fact that even in case of pairly pre-
sented vowels the formant characteristics

of the latter are far from playing a
leading part in vowel discrimination 85

it could have been expected. Speakers 0
different languages distinguish the.8ame
sounds differently /8/.
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In another test the listeners were pre—
sented for identification only non-native
vowels and were proposed to letter them
either by means of their native alphabet
or by means of transcription. Several
different types of answers turned out to
be possible in this test: 1) unanimous
identification of an English vowel as one
of the native language phoneme, as for
instance, //-'/n a: 9 //\/o I‘d/o IVI;

TABLE

Position of non-native vowels in a
perceptual space of Russian and Cu-
ban listeners (results of 3 Tests:
0- pair comparison;A - identifica»
tion; a - ARK-method)

wthe Russia/1.9

b’LECIOl/Luscmn ’

is L

b)the Cubans

E]

2) phonetic interpretation of a vowel
corresponding to its articulatory and
acoustic qualities and reflecting listen-

era' ability for a more subtle analysis
Eben phgneme cla7sifica;ion,f7r insta?czi

es ion of e as a! , a; as °

01‘ [A , /0:/ as [0“]. la: as [at-as]. /I /
as -J, /A / and /g/ as [o— a]: 3) er-
roneous interpretation etc vowel testify—

ing to the fact that a listener is not
able to correlate a perceived sound with

one of the Russian phoneme or with any

single sound; it corresponds to l3:/. in-
terpreting this vowel the listeners use
20 different signs, and to [1/ where they

use 6 signs; 4) refusal to identify a vo-

w61. the main motive being "there's no
such vowel in Russian".

Identification of English vowels as Rus-
sian phonemes presents additional data
for the characteristics of Russian vowel
perceptual boundaries. It's evident that
the area of Russian fiz/ is characterized
by the most extensive boundaries, includ-
ing English /a:/. /A/. /3/. /éE/, partial-
ly /3: o The areas of /£/ and /u_/ are
characterized by the most narrow bounda-

ries: only English //:/ is identified as
Russian /£/. and only in isolated instan-
ces the realizations of some vowels are
classified as /on/. The areas of Russian
/8/, /0/ and flL/ occupy an intermediate
position.
Let's examine, for comparison, the iden-
tification of the same English vowels by
Cuban listeners. Their answers may also

be divided in 4 groups: 1) unanimous iden-

tification of English vowels as one of

the native language phonemezfor instance,

//-'/, /I/. /e/. /$/, lad. /A/, /D/. /3:,/
/u;/; 2) phonetic interpretation of vo-
wels, for example identification of Eng-

lish /.9:/ as [uo , I’lf/ as [L0], /.9/ as
Aha]; 3) erroneous interpretation of vo -

wels, for instance, /3:/; 4) refusal to
identify a vowel.
In order to extend our knowledge of Rus-

sian vowel perceptual boundaries one more

test was carried out. Spanish vowels (the

Cuban variant) separated from the context
were presented for identification to the

native speakers of Russian.
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Fig.2 Identification of Spanish

vowels by native speakers of Rus-

sian (dotted line in a figure)

and Spanish (continuous line).

As shown in Figure 2, Spanish /Z/, /a/ ,

[a/ are identified by Russian listeners

better than Spanish [9/ and /0/. In most
cases Spanish /L/, /a/, lu/ are placed in

the perceptual space of Russian /L/, /a/,
/u/. It should be noticed that the Cubans
identify their native fiu/ vowel worst of

all other vowels. Identification of /e/
and [0/ by Russian listeners is acciden-

tal. This fact is manifested in that, on
the one hand, they are identified at the

same time with several Russian phone-
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mes, on the other hand, their phonetic
interpretation is extremely various.
For further elucidation of the features
of a perceptual vowel system ABX-method
tests were carried out. In such experi-
ments the stimuli are presented in triads
The listeners are asked to determine
which of the first two vowels (A or B)
the third vowel (X ) is most like. As A
and B stimuli we used only those English
vowels which in previous tests were iden-
tified with one of the Russian X vowel.
The results of this test are of prime hr
terest in two respects: 1) to what extent
the correlation of native and non-native
vowel depends on the type of a task;
2) what new characteristics of Russian
vowels are revealed in this case. Quite a
number of facts shows that a perceptual
estimation does not depend on the type of
a.task. Thus, it's revealed that Russian
/L/ and /M are close to English //.-/ and
not to /I/ (it's also obvious from other
tests). The listeners consider Russian
fiz/ vowel similar to English /a2/, /3/,
[Al and /a;/,i.e. extensive boundaries of
a vowel area identified with Russian /a/
are also present here. When estimating
/8/. /0/. /u/ sounds. the listeners' res-
ponses give some new knowledge (see the
Table). The ARI—comparison does not re-
veal similarity between Russian [a] and
English IVY also between Russian [47 and
English la; though in previous tests
these vowels are identified. Comparing
[W1] and ["01] allophones with English
/3:/ the listeners consider them equally
alike what is not observed in other_testa
The same vowel triads were presented for
ABX-comparison to the Cubans (see the
Table). In contrast to the Russians the
Cubans estimate as most resembling vowels
lot/ and [1/ (in a pair comparison test
these vowels are also confused; English
[II is classified as Spanish /e/ in an
identification test).
Discussion

e s u y of foreign language vowel per-
ception is only one of possible methods
to obtain data for the description of a
perceptual system. The results received
are still insufficient for the presentat-
ion of this system in terms of quantitat-
ive correlations between perceptual and
phonological units. However, one can draw
quite definite conclusions as far as qua-
litative characteristics of the system
are concerned: a) a perceptual system ismore rich than a phonological one. The
influence of a native language phonologi-cal system on non-native vowel perceptionis not absolute. The listeners always usethe greater number of units than the num-ber of native language vowels. Therefore,the phonology of speech hearing is notonly the ability to identify a non-nativesound with a native one, but also theability to understand that it's not a na-

tive language sound; b) comparison of vo-
wel perception results with vowel formant
characteristics shows that vowel identi-
fication is far from being always explai-
ned only by their position on a formant
plane. This testifies in favour of the
fact that distances between the percep-
tual system units are determined by the
properties of a mother tongue; c) compa-
rison of both group results makes it pos-
sible to reveal certain universal and
specific features of a perceptual system.
The universal features are evident in
that, first of all, the vowels located in
the apexes of the cardinal vowel triangle
(i—a—u) appear to be perceptually most
"adapted" to this system; secondly, Rus-
sian vowel allophones with i-like transi-
tions reveal perceptual independency:
both the Russians and the Cubans are not
inclined to identify English vowels with
Russian 'V or 'V' allophones even in case
when close acoustic proximity may be ex-
pected. However, this universal percepti—
bility to i-like transitions of Russian
vowels reveals itself rather specifical-
ly when speakers of different languages
identify Russian "soft" allophones /8/;
d) foreign language vowel perception stu-
dy gives an opportunity to expose those
sound features which are alien to the
perceptual system of speakers of a iven
language. Thus, English /1’/. /3: and
partially Iv? do not'go in"the perceptual
system of Russian listeners.
The data obtained testify to the complex-
ity of a process providing non-native
phonological system vowel perception and
to the importance of its further study
and comprehension.
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